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Abstract The prominent rainfall over southern China from
April to June, usually characterized by a rain belt aligned in a
southwest-northeast direction, is referred to here as the early-
season rainfall (ESR). The predictability of the ESR is studied
by analyzing the 45-day hindcast made with the US National
Centers for Environmental Prediction Climate Forecast Sys-
tem version 2 (CFSv2) and several observational data sets.
Skills of predicting the ESR and the associated atmospheric
circulation and surface air temperature (SAT) patterns in each
year are assessed with multiple methods. Results show that the
ESR can be well predicted by the CFSv2 in advance by
20 days in some years including 2005 and 2006, while the
lead time of skillful prediction is limited to around 1 week in
some other years such as 2001 and 2010. More accurate
predictions of the ESR seem to be related to the higher skills
of CFSv2 in predicting the dominant modes of the rainfall
variability. Moreover, atmospheric circulation patterns associ-
ated with the ESR and the SATover the western Pacific warm
pool in the preceding winter can be important signals for ESR
prediction since in the years with good skills of ESR predic-
tion, the CFSv2 also predicted these signals successfully. An
overestimate (underestimate) of the SAT may lead to large

biases in the predicted atmospheric circulation and subse-
quently result in an underestimate (overestimate) southern
China ESR.

1 Introduction

The weather and climate in southern China is tied strongly to
the activity of the East-Southeast Asian monsoon (ESAM)
system that brings abundant water vapor to southern China
(Tao and Chen 1987; Wang and Lin 2002). This monsoon
system varies greatly from 1 year to another, including its
features of onset time, intensity, and influence on the
surrounding regions. Lau and Yang (1997) showed that the
ESAM fluctuations in May could foreshadow the develop-
ment of the full-scale Asian monsoon during the subsequent
summer months. An anomalous ESAM also exhibits a prom-
inent meridional coupling among its surrounding large-scale
systems (Wang et al. 2001). In addition, anomalous water
vapor transport caused by anomalous ESAM circulation often
leads to rainfall anomalies over southern China (Chen
et al. 2004).

In southern China, the rainfall amount from April to June
makes up a great portion of the annual total (e.g., Chen et al.
2003; Qiang and Yang 2008; Yim et al. 2013). Similar to the
monsoon system, southern China rainfall also varies signifi-
cantly from year to year. Huang et al. (1999) examined the
variation of summer rainfall in China and showed that such
variability results in drought or flood events in different years.
Wu et al. (2012) analyzed the interannual variability of winter
and spring precipitation over southern China and discussed its
influences on the moisture transport over the South China Sea.
Moreover, Yao and Qian (2010) showed two types of excep-
tional June rainfall over southern China, revealing the large
difference in rainfall pattern. These studies have provided
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helpful information for enhancing our understanding of the
variation of rainfall over this region.

The earliest rainy season in southern China often occurs
from the 19th pentad (the first pentad in April) and lasts until
the 36th pentad (late June). Following Zhao and Yang (2014),
this earliest rainy season in southern China is referred to as the
early-season rainfall (ESR). The ESR is characterized by a
prominent rain belt with values above 6 mm/day stretching
from northeastern Indo-China peninsula via southern China to
the extratropical western North Pacific, as shown in Fig. 1a.
The rainfall observed over southern China consistently ex-
ceeds 4 mm/day from the 19th pentad, reaches a maximum
value of 11 mm/day around the 33rd pentad, and then rapidly
decreases to 4 mm/day in the 37th pentad (Fig. 2). These
features of the ESR are similar to those discussed by Wan
and Wu (2008) and Yim et al. (2013).

Recently, Zhao and Yang (2014) explored the ability of the
US National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
Climate Forecast System version 2 (CFSv2) in predicting the
ESR over southern China from a climatological perspective. It
is shown that the ESR and the associated atmospheric
circulation patterns can be well predicted by the CFSv2
when the lead time is within 2 weeks. It is also revealed that
the CFSv2 has a higher skill in predicting the southern China
ESR than in forecasting the rainfall over other Asian regions
during the same period of time. However, it is still unclear

about the yearly difference in the skill of predicting the ESR.
Sun and Liu (2008) and Sun et al. (2009) showed that the
skills of predicting the spring rainfall over China by regional
climate models were different in individual years. Thus,
among the 11 years (2000–2010) examined by Zhao and Yang
(2014), there likely exist some years with higher prediction
skills while some others with lower skills.

Furthermore, the factors affecting the change in prediction
skills among different years are also unclear at present. A
better understanding of these factors may lead to a more
accurate prediction of the ESR. Previous studies have docu-
mented that some signals, especially those related to the sea
surface temperature (SST) over the western Pacific warm pool
(WPWP), may affect the southern China ESR (Xie and Ji
1999; Deng andWang 2002; Chen et al. 2003; Chen and Qian
2005; Ma et al. 2009). Qiang and Yang (2013) and Yim et al.
(2013) further showed that the SST anomalies related to the
ESR usually occurred during the preceding winter. In this
study, we address the above issues with a focus on the varying
skills of predicting the southern China ESR in different years.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe
the main features of the data and methods adopted in this
study in Sect. 2. The features of interannual variability of the
predicted ESR by CFSv2 are discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4,
we assess the interannual difference in the dominant modes of
southern China ESR. We further discuss the features of the
associated atmospheric circulation and surface air temperature
(SAT) in Sect. 5. Finally, a summary and a further discussion
are provided in Sect. 6.

2 Data and methods

The observational data sets used in this study include daily
precipitation from the Global Precipitation Climatology Pro-
ject (GPCP), with horizontal resolution of 1° longitude/
latitude (Adler et al. 2003). The study also uses the daily-
mean winds and 2-m SAT from National Centers for Environ-
mental Prediction—National Center for Atmospheric Re-
search (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996). The
hindcast data product from the NCEP CFSv2, which is a
coupled state-of-the-art dynamical climate forecast system
including the atmospheric, oceanic, and land components
(Saha et al. 2014), is the main predicted data set used in this
analysis. This retrospective forecast of 45-day integrations
was initiated at every 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 hours
UTC cycle from 2000 to 2010. For the CFSv2 hindcast data,
as in Zhao and Yang (2014), we denote the output averaged
over a 0–4-day lead as LD0–4 and 0–14-day lead as LD0–14.

For the analysis period 2000–2010, the yearly and 11-year
mean data are both used. Pentad (5 days) mean values are
calculated from the daily data sets, and there are 73 pentads for
each year. The first pentad is for January 1–5, and the last one

Fig. 1 Climatological (2000–2010) mean early-season rainfall (mm/day)
averaged from the 19th pentad to the 36th pentad for a GPCP and b
CFSv2 in LD0–14
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is for December 27–31 (February 29 is not included for leap
years). Moreover, a correlation analysis is used to calculate the
relationship between observation and prediction, and bias is
used to measure their difference. An empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) analysis is carried out to identify the patterns
of dominant modes and the associated principal components
(PCs) of the southern China ESR. In addition, due to the
difference in grids between observation and prediction, we
interpolate all data sets to the same grid. For the ESR rainfall
and 2-m SAT patterns, we apply the Gaussian grid (384×190).
The resolution of the atmospheric circulation pattern is 1° for
both longitude and latitude. Finally, consistent with Zhao and
Yang (2014), southern China is defined as the domain of 20°
N–30° N/110° E–120° E.

3 Features of yearly predicted ESR by the NCEP CFSv2

3.1 Prediction skills of CFSv2 with different leads

On climatological means, the CFSv2 can reasonably predict
the southern China ESR 14 days in advance (Zhao and Yang
2014). Since rainfall prediction skills are not the same for
different years (Sun and Liu 2008; Sun et al. 2009), we further
examine the skills of CFSv2 in predicting the ESR in each
year. Moreover, previous studies (Jia et al. 2013b; Yim et al.
2013; Liu et al. 2014; Zhao and Yang 2014) measured the
CFSv2 skills by its ability in predicting both the temporal
evolution and temporal averaged patterns of precipitation. In
this paper, we also evaluate the model’s predicting skills in
these two aspects. In Fig. 1b, a rain belt aligned in the
southwest-northeast direction over southern China can be seen
in LD0–14, and it is similar to the rain belt shown in the GPCP
(see Fig. 1a). The temporal changes of GPCP and CFSv2 in
LD0–14 rainfall are also similar in the climatological mean
(Fig. 2). Thus, we mainly analyze the interannual features of

the ESR prediction by CFSv2 from LD0 to LD14. Because
diagnosing a model’s capability of predicting observed vari-
ability is generally based on forecast anomalies rather than the
total fields (Hamill and Juras 2006), here, we use the anoma-
lous fields (with the 11-year average difference removed) to
examine the prediction skills of the NCEP model.

Figure 3a shows the temporal correlation coefficients of
southern China rainfall between GPCP and CFSv2 (in LD0–
4) from the 19th pentad to the 36th pentad for each year of
2000–2010. The correlation coefficients vary between 0.54
and 0.96, and they are up to 0.85 (0.70 is significant at the
99.9 % confidence level) in 4 years (2006, 2003, 2000, and
2005). Smaller correlation coefficients below 0.80 appear in

Fig. 2 Temporal curves of
climatological (2000–2010)
pentad mean rainfall (mm/day)
averaged over southern China
(20° N–30° N/110° E–120° E) for
GPCP and CFSv2 in LD0–14

Fig. 3 a Temporal correlation coefficients between GPCP and CFSv2 in
LD0–4 from the 19th pentad to the 36th pentad for each year (with the 11-
year mean removed) averaged over southern China (20° N–30° N/110°
E–120° E). b Same as in a, but for CFSv2 in LD0–14

Yearly preduction of early-season rainfall



2004, 2002, 2001, 2007, and 2010, with the minimum value
of 0.54 in 2010. Furthermore, we calculate the correlation
coefficients between observation and the prediction in LD0–
14 (Fig. 3b). The values vary between 0.62 and 0.85. It is
shown that within the 2-week lead time, the correlation
coefficients are high in 2005 and 2006, with values up
to 0.80, and such values are near 0.80 in 2000 and
2004. However, the coefficients are below 0.70 in
5 years (2007, 2008, 2009, 2001, and 2010). Thus, from
the results in LD0–4 and LD0–14, correlation coeffi-
cients are high in 2006, 2005, and 2000 and low in
2010 and 2001. Our further analysis shows that al-
though the correlation is high in 2000, the rainfall
pattern in this particular year is not well predicted by
the model because of a large difference between GPCP
and CFSv2 patterns (figure not shown). It is known that
prediction skills depend not only on the temporal cor-
relation coefficient between observation and prediction
but also on the spatial similarity between them. Such
spatial distributions of southern China ESR will be
further discussed in Sect. 3.2. Therefore, from our anal-
ysis, we select 2005 and 2006 as the years with high
prediction skills and 2001 and 2010 as the years with
low prediction skills.

Figure 4 plots the temporal correlation coefficient of south-
ern China ESR between GPCP and CFSv2with different leads
(0 to 24 days). For the years with high prediction skills (2005
and 2006), the correlation coefficients generally maintain
above 0.80 during LD0–LD5 and between 0.40 and 0.70
(0.40 is significant at the 90 % confidence level) during
LD6–LD20. The result indicates that the CFSv2 can predict
the ESR very successfully within 1 week and with reasonable
skills about 20 days in advance. Although previous studies
have addressed the limit of CFSv2 skill to 2 weeks in regional
monsoons and the quasi-biweekly oscillation (Jia et al. 2013a,
2013b; Liu et al. 2014), our result shows that this limit may be
extended to 20 days for some years. For 2001, however,
the correlation coefficient is below 0.80 during LD0–
LD5. They decrease rapidly with lead time and fall

below 0.40 from LD7. For 2010, the correlation coeffi-
cients generally vary between 0.40 and 0.60 during
LD0–LD15 and before decreasing remarkably. Clearly,
there are higher prediction skills within 2 weeks in
2005 and 2006, and it is likely that the CFSv2 can
well predict the ESR by 20 days in advance for these
2 years. The prediction skills are lower for 2001 and
2010, and the lead time of prediction is limited to
approximately 1 week.

3.2 Difference in ESR patterns

In this section, we further compare the distributions of south-
ern China ESR between observation and prediction. Figure 5
shows the ESR patterns in the years with high correlations. In
Fig. 5 (a1), a rain belt with average positive anomalies above
2 mm/day is observed over southern China in 2006. Similar
features can also be seen in Fig. 5 (a2 and a3), although the
center values are larger (smaller) for LD0–LD4 (LD0–LD14)
in the CFSv2. Figure 5 (b1) shows that the observed
anomalous rainfall in 2005 is generally positive, with
center values above 3 mm/day over southern China. For
the predictions in LD0–4 and LD0–14 (Fig. 5(b2 and
b3)), the average anomalies above 1 mm/day and the
center anomalies above 3 mm/day are both successfully
predicted by the CFSv2, implying a similarity between
observation and prediction. Therefore, the bias between
GPCP and CFSv2 is generally smaller in 2006 and
2005, which further demonstrates the higher prediction
skills for the southern China ESR in these 2 years.

In the years with lower correlation coefficients (2001 and
2010), the bias between GPCP and CFSv2 is relatively larger.
For example, in 2010, there is a rain belt with the maximum
value above 4 mm/day in the southwest-northeast direction
over southern China in Fig. 6 (a1). For the predictions in
LD0–LD4 and LD0–LD14, however, larger positive anoma-
lies with values above 4 mm/day occur over the domain of 20°
N–30° N/110° E–115° E. The difference between observation
and prediction in this area is up to 2 mm/day, which
means an overestimate of the predicted ESR in 2010.
This overestimate leads to a lower prediction skill. In
2001, there is a large bias between 20° N and 25° N.
For observation, there are large positive anomalies in
this region, with the maximum over 3 mm/day. Howev-
er, in Fig. 6 (b2), this maximum varies in 1–2 mm/day,
much smaller than the observed values. Meanwhile, in
contrast to observation, negative anomalies below
−1 mm/day appear over the coasts of southern China.
For the prediction in LD0–LD14 (Fig. 6 (b3)), the ESR
anomalies between 20° N and 25° N are nearly zero,
which is different from Fig. 6 (b1). Overall, the CFSv2
underestimates the southern China ESR in 2001, leading
to a lower prediction skill in this year.

Fig. 4 Temporal correlation coefficients between GPCP and CFSv2
rainfall averaged over southern China (20° N–30° N/110° E–120° E)
from the 19th pentad to the 36th pentad in different leads (0 to 24 days)
for 2006, 2005, 2010 and 2001

S. Zhao et al.



4 Interannual difference in the dominant modes
of southern China ESR

Depicting the dominant mode of a particular variable is an
important way to understand the main features of the variable
as in the analysis of East Asia climate precipitation (Wu et al.
2009; Wang and Feng 2011). To further examine whether the
dominant modes of southern China ESR can be predicted by
the CFSv2, here, we also perform an EOF analysis on
the pentad mean rainfall over the region (15° N–40°
N/100° E–130° E) from the 19th pentad to the 36th
pentad and obtain the patterns of dominant modes and
the associated PCs of the southern China ESR in the
4 years. Through comparing the model’s skills in
predicting the EOF patterns in different years, we can
further understand the skill in predicting the ESR. Fol-
lowing Hamill and Juras (2006), we use the anomalous
fields of the ESR to perform the EOF analysis.

Figure 7 shows the first ESR mode of GPCP and CFSv2 in
LD0–4 and LD0–14. In 2006, the first mode of the GPCP
rainfall accounts for 30 % of the total variance and shows a
rain belt over southern China. This feature of rainfall is suc-
cessfully predicted, as shown in Fig. 7 (a2 and a3). The pattern
correlation coefficients are both 0.93 in LD0–4 and LD0–14,
showing a high pattern correlation between observation and
predictions. In addition, the rainfall pattern in Fig. 7a is similar
to that in Fig. 4a, which also implies that the first mode of the
ESR can well reflect the major spatial pattern of the ESR.
Figure 9a shows the time series of the first PC (PC-1) in 2006,
which presents a similar feature between GPCP and CFSv2 in
LD0–4 and LD0–14, with high correlation coefficients of 0.90
and 0.88 in LD0–4 and LD0–14, respectively. Furthermore,
Fig. 7 (b1) exhibits the observed ESR pattern with maximum
values above 0.08 over southern China in 2005. Compared to
observation, the predicted positive anomalies with a maxi-
mum value above 0.08 also cover southern China in LD0–4

Fig. 5 Early-season rainfall
(mm/day; with 11-year mean
removed) averaged from the 19th
pentad to the 36th pentad for
GPCP and CFSv2 in LD0–4 and
LD0–14 for 2006 and 2005
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and LD0–14 (Fig. 7 (b2 and b3)). The values of pattern
correlation coefficients are 0.92 and 0.94 for LD0–4 and
LD0–14, respectively. Figure 9b exhibits similar time series
of PC-1 to the observed. These analyses suggest that for the
years with high prediction skills, the CFSv2 can well predict
the dominant modes of southern China ESR and their tempo-
rally varying features.

We perform a similar analysis for 2010 and 2001. For the
first mode of observed ESR in 2010, there is a rain belt above
0.08 over southern China (Fig. 8 (a1)). Although a rain belt is
still predicted over the region in LD0–4 and LD0–14, the
predicted positive anomalies (above 0.08) are much less ex-
tensive compared to observation with pattern correlation co-
efficients of 0.84 and 0.81 for LD0–4 and LD0–14, respec-
tively. These values are also much lower than those in 2006
and 2005. Meanwhile, there is a relatively larger difference
between the observed and predicted time series (PC-1), espe-
cially from the 24th pentad to the 31st pentad (Fig. 9c). The
correlation coefficients are 0.70 and 0.63 between observation

and prediction in LD0–4 and LD0–14, respectively, much
lower than those in 2005 and 2006. In 2001, anomalous values
below −0.08 are observed near 21° N/113° E (Fig. 8 (b1)), but
there is no obvious anomaly over this region in the prediction
patterns. The pattern correlation and temporal correlation
coefficients are, respectively, 0.78 and 0.89 in LD0–4, show-
ing that the patterns of the first mode are not well predicted.
Although our further calculation shows a decent prediction in
LD0–14 (the pattern and temporal correlation coefficients are
0.93 and 0.87, respectively), the prediction skill of the first
mode of the ESR in 2001 is still not very high considering the
prediction skill in LD0–4 and the large difference between
CFSv2 and GPCP in the region near 21° N/113° E.

The foregoing analysis shows that both the first mode and
its corresponding time series are successfully predicted for the
years with high prediction skills (2005 and 2006) (Fig. 10),
while they are not well predicted in the years with low pre-
diction skills (2001 and 2010). In addition, we also perform a
similar analysis for the second EOF mode, which accounts for

Fig. 6 Same as in Fig. 5, but for
2010 and 2001
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about 18 % of the total variances, and obtain a similar con-
clusion. Therefore, a more accurate prediction of the southern
China ESR is possibly attributed to a higher skill of the CFSv2
in predicting the dominant modes of the rainfall. That is, in
predicting the southern China ESR, it is important to depict
the dominant modes of the ESR because the prediction skill of
the ESR possibly corresponds with associated EOF patterns.
Then, what physical processes possibly contribute to the
higher or lower prediction skills of the southern China ESR?
In the following section, we examine the possible influence of
atmospheric circulation and SST signals on the prediction of
southern China ESR.

5 Influences of atmospheric circulation and SAT
on southern China ESR

5.1 Influences of atmospheric circulation

Figure 11 shows the anomalous 850-hPa winds and associated
∇·Vh (divergence) over East Asia and the western Pacific
during the ESR period in 2010 and 2001. In 2010 (Fig. 11a,
b), southeasterly winds prevail over the South China Sea. This
anomalous flow may play an important role in transporting

abundant warm and moist air toward southern China, provid-
ing a favorable condition for the formation of ESR (Qiang and
Yang 2008). Meanwhile, there is pronounced anomalous pos-
itive ∇·Vh over the western tropical Pacific, especially over the
WPWP (10° S–10° N/120° E–160° E), indicating lower tro-
pospheric divergence during the ESR over the WPWP. These
southeasterly 850-hPa winds result from the low-level diver-
gence over the WPWP, pass through the Philippine islands,
and finally arrive in southern China. The positive water vapor
anomalies from the WPWP may also lead to an overpredicted
ESR over southern China compared to the observation in
2010. Moreover, the lower tropospheric anomalous diver-
gence may induce local descending motion and interact with
the Hadley circulation over East Asia and the western Pacific.
The weakened Hadley circulation will result in an overesti-
mate of the southern China ESR by the CFSv2 in 2010.

In 2001, northwesterly winds appeared over the South
China Sea (Fig. 11c, d). These anomalous lower tropospheric
northwesterly winds lead to negative water vapor anomalies
from southern China toward the WPWP and further result in
an underestimate of the ESR by the CFSv2. Meanwhile, the
low-level anomalous convergence over the WPWP likely
strengthened the 850-hPa northwesterly winds from southern
China via the Philippine islands to the WPWP, and the direc-
tion of these winds is opposite to that in 2010. Moreover, in

Fig. 7 First EOF modes of the ESR rainfall (with 11-year mean
removed) for GPCP and CFSv2 in LD0–4 and LD0–14 in 2006 and 2005

Fig. 8 Same as in Fig. 7, but for 2010 and 2001
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contrast to 2010, the low-level convergence over the WPWP
may result in local ascending motion, further strengthen the
sinking branch of the Hadley circulation over East Asia, and
finally lead to an underestimate of the southern China ESR.

Figure 10 shows the anomalous 850-hPa winds and asso-
ciated ∇·Vh over East Asia and the western Pacific during the
ESR in 2006 and 2005. In these 2 years, there are no obvious
southerly or northerly winds over the South China Sea, indi-
cating a small difference in atmospheric circulation during the
ESR between observation and prediction. Meanwhile, in 2006
and 2005, the low-level anomalous ∇·Vh over WPWP gener-
ally varies between −1×10−7 and 1×10−7/s, implying incon-
spicuous low-level convergence or divergence over the re-
gion. Furthermore, good predictions of the 850-hPa winds and
∇·Vh by the CFSv2 result in a successful prediction of the
southern China ESR in these 2 years.

5.2 Influences of SAT

The above analysis has shown that the prediction of the
atmospheric circulation anomalies over the WPWP may in-
fluence the prediction of southern China ESR. We further
investigate whether there is any preceding signal that can
influence the local atmospheric circulation afterward. Previ-
ous studies (Gong et al. 2010; Larson and Kirtman 2014) have
shown that using precursor signals is an appropriate way for
predicting climate variations. Especially, Qiang and Yang
(2013) and Yim et al. (2013) have shown that the SST during
the preceding winter may be an important precursory signal
for southern China ESR variations. Here, we further analyze
the WPWP SST anomalies during the preceding winter. Due
to unavailability of SST data from the CFSv2 output, we use
the 2-m SAT over oceans as a substitution of SST. Figure 12

shows the difference in SATover WPWP between the CFSv2
and the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis averaged from the 1st pentad
to the 12th pentad (January and February) in 2006 and 2005.
As shown in the figure, the anomalous SAT over WPWP
varies between −0.3 and 0.3 °C, which exhibits good SAT
prediction skills by the CFSv2 for 2006 and 2005. Such good
prediction skills of SAT are consistent with the good skills of
predicting the atmospheric circulation during the rainy season.

Contrarily, in the years with low ESR prediction skills, the
difference in SAT over WPWP between prediction and obser-
vation is more obvious during the preceding winter.
Figure 13a, b show the anomalous SAT over WPWP in
2010. Over this key area, the average negative anomalies are
below −0.3 °C and the minimum values are below −0.5 °C,
indicating more pronounced anomalies in 2010 compared to
the years with high ESR prediction skills. It is known that
negative SATanomalies over theWPWPpotentially result in a
weaker predicted upward motion over this area, meaning that
an anomalous downward motion occurs over theWPWP from
the preceding winter to the rainy season. Furthermore, the
Hadley circulation over East Asia and the western Pacific
shows negative anomalies, indicating anomalous downward
(upward) motion over the tropical ocean (subtropical East
Asia). The upward-motion anomalies over subtropical East
Asia create stronger convective activity over southern China
and lead to the stronger ESR predicted by the CFSv2 in 2010.
This physical process is similar to that of Qiang and Yang
(2013). Accordingly, large bias of the atmospheric circulation
over the western Pacific is also found in 2010 (Fig. 11a, b). In
2001, positive anomalous SAT appears over the WPWP, and
the center value is above 0.7 °C (Fig. 13c, d), implying an
overestimate of SAT during the preceding winter by the
CFSv2. This overestimate of SAT leads to anomalous upward

Fig. 9 Time series of the first
modes of ESR rainfall (×102) over
105° E–125° E/15° N–35° N for
GPCP and CFSv2 in LD0–4 and
LD0–14 in 2006, 2005, 2010, and
2001
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motion over the WPWP and downward motion over southern
China, which potentially suppress convective motion and lead
to underpredicted ESR over southern China (see Fig. 6 (b2
and b3)).

Hence, the capability of predicting atmospheric circulation
anomalies by CFSv2 is likely attributed to the skills of
predicting SAT over the WPNP during the preceding winter.
When the preceding winter SAT over the WPWP is not well
predicted, the bias of the atmospheric circulation during the
ESR is likely to be large and further leads to biased ESR
anomalies predicted by the model over southern China.

6 Summary and discussion

In this study, we have investigated the yearly skills of NCEP
CFSv2 in predicting southern China ESR and the associated
atmospheric circulation and SAT over oceans. Results show
that prediction skills in 2005 and 2006 are higher than those in
other years in 2000–2010, with a lead time of prediction
around 20 days. Contrarily, the CFSv2 can only predict the
ESR within 1 week for 2001 and 2010. This feature suggests
large year-to-year variations in the skills of predicting the
southern China ESR. The model well predicts the interannual

Fig. 11 Same as in Fig. 10, but
for 2010 and 2001

Fig. 10 Differences in the 850-
hPa winds (vectors; m/s) and∇·Vh

(shadings; 10−7 /s) between the
CFSv2 (in LD0–4 and LD0–14)
and the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis
(the former minus the latter; with
the 11-year average difference
removed) averaged from the 19th
pentad to the 36th pentad in 2006
and 2005

Yearly preduction of early-season rainfall



difference in horizontal distribution of the ESR in 2005 and
2006, but such difference is largely overestimated
(underestimated) by CFSv2 in 2010 (2001). Furthermore,
the CFSv2 can also well predict the dominant modes of
southern China ESR and their temporally varying features in
2005 and 2006. For 2001 and 2010, however, these dominant
modes are not well predicted by the model, which is consistent
with the lower prediction skills found in these 2 years. Hence,
the CFSv2 can well predict the ESR approximately 3 weeks in

advance in some years, and such higher prediction skills are
likely related to a more accurate prediction of the dom-
inant modes of the rainfall. In this study, only four sets
of atmospheric and oceanic initial conditions are used
each day to initialize the 45-day hindcasts from 2000 to
2010. However, in order to reduce the potential uncer-
tainties caused by the limited ensemble members, more
initial conditions should be considered in future studies
(Zhu et al. 2012, 2013).

Fig. 12 Differences in the
surface air temperature (°C) over
oceans between the CFSv2 (in
LD0–4 and LD0–14) and the
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis (the
former minus the latter; with 11-
year mean difference removed)
averaged from the 1st pentad to
the 12th pentad in 2006 and 2005.
The red boxes are marked for 10°
S–10° N/120° E–160° E as the
cpy key area

Fig. 13 Same as in Fig. 12, but
for 2010 and 2001
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The CFSv2 can also successfully predict the low-level
winds and ∇·Vh over the western Pacific and East Asia during
the ESR in 2005 and 2006, which corresponds well to the
good results of the rainfall prediction. However, in 2010
(2001), there are large anomalous southeasterly
(northwesterly) winds occurring between southern China
and the WPWP, leading to an overestimate (underestimate)
of the ESR by the CFSv2. Moreover, the difference in SAT
over WPWP during the preceding winter is small in 2005 and
2006, indicating that a better prediction of SAT potentially
contributes to a more accurate prediction of ESR in the spring
that follows. On the contrary, obvious negative (positive) SAT
anomalies are found over WPWP in 2010 (2001), which are
related to the local lower tropospheric divergence (conver-
gence), the anomalous downward (upward) motion over
WPWP, and larger (smaller) predicted southern China ESR.
Thus, the ESR atmospheric circulation and preceding winter
SAT are likely to be important signals for deriving
predictability for the rainfall during April to June over
southern China. However, at present, it is still unclear
whether other signals influence the prediction of the
ESR. Xie and Ji (1999) have shown that ESR is closely
related to the SST over Nino 1 + 2 (10° S–0°/85° W–
80° W) and Nino 4 (5° S–5° N/180° W–150° W).
Previous studies have also documented that the Tibetan
Plateau may influence the southern China ESR (Wan
and Wu 2006, 2008; Zhang et al. 2011). Future studies
will examine these potential factors by using data sets
and model hindcasts with a longer record.
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